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The new fantasy action RPG is where you get to wield the power of the Elden Ring and forge an Elden Lord. Tarnished, your
title, is engraved upon you and your next action is yours to take. Play, fight, and get ready to let your imagination run wild!
What Is New in the Latest Patch 1.3.0 - Characters Firstly, a few changes have been made to the characters. ▼Battle System -
Characters As the previously listed, every character has received significant adjustments. It would be hard to list them all, but
one of the details is that the party members now have personality similar to their individual classes. In addition, the number of
available skills, including their special skills, has been increased, and the reaction speed of the skills that you use has been
increased. It is of great help to fight enemies at a close distance. - Character Assist Characters that have offensive assist skills
have been changed to attack multiple times in a short period of time. This is done for tactics in battles against enemies that
attack multiple times. ▼Combat - Combat AI The combat AI that controls the attention of enemies to you has been improved.
Depending on the number of bodies around you, the battle AI will change. - Defense Boost - Enhancements of Skills Characters
can now use their basic skills in a different way. The basic skills of the characters have had their rankings increased, and a few
new skills have been added to them. - Virtual Attack The virtual attack of skills now consumes no stamina. The damage of the
virtual attack is now increased, but the skill will consume less stamina. - Skill Level The skill level will now be displayed in the
top left corner of the screen during the skill use effects to make it easier to see. ▼Crafting - Crafting Equipments Crafting
equipments that were previously obtained from the Kingdom of Udoo through quest items have now become a part of the
crafting system. Crafting and equipping equimente as you progress through quests will also be added. ▼Quests and Enemies -
Quest and Enemies The number of times you can make a quest has been decreased for now. You can make a quest only once
a day. - Inventory The Inventory has been improved with all of its functions. When you move the arrow

Elden Ring Features Key:
Intuitive Play with a Simple UI Log into the game with only 3 buttons.* The 3 action buttons are intuitive and highly responsive.* The game options for action can be easily changed by clicking on the buttons.* The game field has intuitive icons to guide you to areas that are important to you, so you can
easily understand the game state.
Choose Your Own Play Style How would you like to have your own play style:
Equip as a warrior to maximize your combat strength.
Master the secrets of magic to protect the lands.
Carry the power of the gods on your back.
Choose the path of a single warrior.
Play as one of the mythic characters that have appeared throughout history.

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

Community and Friends Cafe feature: Play with friends in your own game or join in-progress quests.
Players go around twice a day, talking to other players, taking on contracts and quests for the other players, playing monsters, and in general just doing what they do best. the Friends Cafe will
become your best-loved companions when the unexpected strikes you.
Online battles and contract quests for you to play with other players
Unlock mystery chests in your personal story. Each chest contains an in-game item that you can use in the game.
The game includes some valuable items, including art, music, and game items. These are collectible items which must be unlocked.
Offline play has never been easier. Save the game by clicking 'Save', and then delete or back up on a PC.
Cloud Save/Save/Offline share this system. Stash your game in the cloud so you can immediately resume play on other devices, and have the game progress in real time.
Game-pad support.

WORDS FROM BLADES OF THE FAERIE CHAIN

INSANE ACTION AND AN EPIC FANTASY WORLD.
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